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What Are We Waiting For?
Now United

[Intro] Em  D  G  C9

(Yeah eee yeeh)
         Em                  D  
Remember the time on the hood of my car?
                 G         C9
When we kissed looking up at the stars?
         Em                        D  
Your smile always give you away
                 G        C9
And your eyes always told me to stay
         Em                 D  
You always wanted me around
                 G       C9
But you won t admit that right now
         Em              D  
You know I want you
                 G           C9
I know you shoot me down

         Em                D  
What are we waiting for?
                 G           C9
What are we waiting for?
         Em              D  
All of this back and forth
                 G           C9
I don t wanna wait no more
         Em             D  
You know all we have is now
                 G           C9
I know I won t let you down
         Em              D  
What are we waiting for?
                 G           C9
What are we waiting for?

         Em          D  
What are we waiting for?
(Hey to me now)
                G           C9
(Hey!) what are we waiting for?

         Em                 D  
Remember the time we made out in the kitchen?
                 G           C9
Baby, it s you and I that I m missing



         Em                       D  
Too many lonely nights and long days
                 G           C9
But my feelings won t seem to fade
         Em                D  
Cause I love to you it means that
                 G           C9
I just want it back again
         Em               D  
I can t forget you
                 G           C9
We ain t finished yet

(Yeah eee yeah)
         Em                 D  
What are we waiting for?
                 G           C9
(What are we waiting?)
(Yeah, baby) hey!
         Em    D     G           C9
What are we waiting for?

Girl singing
         Em           D  
Jump in head first
                 G           C9
We might get hurt
         Em           D  
I love when i wear 
                 G           C9
Your old t-shirt
         Em           D  
Let s not slow down
                 G           C9
Where we re going now
         Em           D  
We will get there
                 G           C9
We ll be better

Everybody
         Em           D  
 (Come on!) oh oh oh oh oh oh-oh-oh
                 G           C9
Oh oh oh oh oh oh-oh (yeah, yeah)
         Em           D  
Oh oh oh oh oh oh-oh-oh oh-oh-oh
                 G           C9
I don t wanna wait no!
         Em           D     G           C9
Oh oh oh oh oh oh-oh-oh (what can I do?)
Oh oh oh oh oh oh-oh (hey, sing with me now)
         Em           D  



Oh oh oh oh oh oh-oh-oh

         Em           D  
What are we waiting for?
(Hey!) what are we waiting, waiting?
         Em           D  
What are we waiting for? (what are we waiting, waiting, waiting for?)
                 G           C9
What are we waiting, waiting?
         Em           D  
(Oh) what are we waiting for?
              G    C9
(Waiting for)
         Em         D  
Baby, tell me (uh!)
                 G   C9
What can I do?
         Em           D  
What are we waiting for? (clap your hands, come on)
                 G           C9
(No oh ho no no oo oh) what are we waiting for?
         Em           D  
(Hey! Bring it to me now)
                 G    C9
(Yeah ee yeah)
         Em           D  
(What you waitin  for?)
                 G        C9
What are we waiting for?
         Em           D  
(What you waitin  for)
                 G      C9
(Oooh hoo ohoo oh oh)
         Em        D  
(I got you, baby)
                 G         C9
What are we waiting for? (hey!)


